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POST. STREAM. EARN. SPEND. GIVE

AI is a next generation, blockchain based social

media & banking application, expertly designed to attract users
from all over the globe, who will grow with the platform
for years to come.

RUON AI refers to the application & web platform described herein and also to RUON INC., a Delaware Corporation.
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CLICK HERE
Join the Social Renaissance (1m 57s)

PLAY
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All-in-One - social, chat, finance, business, blockchain, NFT & entertainment application
Users - may earn tokens/money through fiat or affiliate digital currencies by posting content
Global Charitable Support - through blockchain satellites that send currency to those in need
P2P Payment Capability - for seamless transfer of funds to users across the globe
Multi-Content Editor - state of the art timeline/video editor, more versatile & elegant than others
Expert Beautification - VR/AR lens effects & 1,300+ custom face filters
Extensive Music Portfolio - target of 20M+ music tracks & in talks with major music labels
Privacy and Safety - platform includes encryption, safety & transparency features

Please refer to disclaimers at the end of this slide deck.
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CLICK HERE
Viral Trailer (0.30s)

PLAY
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OVERVIEW
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All-in-One Platform - Social media & banking platform designed to allow users to log on and never leave. The application
incorporates and improves upon the best features of our competitors’ applications. Users have the ability to earn tokens/money
with every post and to give to people in need.
Post, Earn, Spend & Give - Users may earn tokens/money from posting content. Users may spend tokens/money using the
RUON AI Visa debit card received after joining the platform. Users can help people in need globally by directing 5% of their
earnings, or more, to people in need.
Video Editor & Face Filters - Multi-content, single timeline editor superior and more versatile than in other apps. RUON AI is one
of the first platforms that allows users to save content creation and to add scenes or characters later. RUON AI features 1,300
custom face filters, VR, and beautifications as good as platforms currently on the market.
Tokens/Cryptocurrencies - RUON AI has its own digital tokens & currencies. Users “like” posts to earn RUON AI tokens that can
convert into stable, utility, NFT coins, or fiat currency, depending on jurisdictional permissibility. Tokens stored in the app can be
converted in digital/fiat currencies (in users’ wallets) and subsequently be spent with the RUON AI Visa Debit Card.
Satellite Financial Transactions & Charitable Giving - Our Satellite launched through our SovereignSky partnership (onboard
SpaceX) allows for connectivity & transfer of RUON Coin and NFT across the globe, even to areas without wifi or electrical power
in its bid to help eradicate global poverty.
P2P Payment Processing – Phase 2 will include international payment functionality in both crypto & fiat currencies (similar to USonly Zelle or Venmo).
Intellectual Property - The platform is built upon extensive patent applications licensed to RUON AI exclusively and in perpetuity.
Please refer to disclaimers at the end of this slide deck.
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Profile Pages

In-App Camera SFX

Timeline Editor

1300+ Face Filters

Attach RUON Coin
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Industry defining Face Filters, Lens & VR SFX

GROUP VIDEO
CALLS

Beautification & Makeup

Hats, Ears, Glasses & Characters

Custom built multi-platform editor.
Change Face Filters live in video editor!
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GIVE
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2017 - 2019

2020 - 2021 - 2022

2017 - Present - RUON AI platform & concept development.

Q1, 2020 - RUON AI affiliate signs IEO listed with ChainUP, a
white label crypto exchange, covering over 20 countries.

Q2, 2018 - RUON AI websites launched and explainer videos live.
Q3, 2018 - RUON AI and SovereignSky* space-based
blockchain development begins. SovereignSky whitepapers
completed.
Q3, 2018 - Stan Larimer joins RUON AI as co-founder.
Q4, 2018 - SovereignSky satellite launched by SpaceX.
Q2, 2019 - Patent application & intellectual property system title
and trademarks submitted by GT Law on behalf of RUON Ltd., an
affiliate of RUON AI, who licensed the IP to RUON AI.
Q3, 2019 - RUON AI presents at World Crypto Con. fair. Timothy
E. Burke, gives panel talk at Digital Hollywood.
Q3, 2019 - JC Oliver, ex-head of Innovation at Microsoft joins
as an advisor of RUON AI.
Q4, 2019 - 1300+ face filters, beautification, VR, SFX &
advanced mobile lens to be incorporated into RUON AI App.

Q3, 2020 - RUON AI in talks with Russells Associates for
Warner Music Group, Sony BMG & Universal Music Group
20 million music track licensing deal.
Q4, 2020 - RUON AI affiliate signs deal with Coinfield to allow digital
wallets within RUON AI for both IOS and Android versions of the platform.
Q4, 2020 – SovereignSky is the first western company to process a
Blockchain transaction in space.
Q2, 2021 - RUON AI enters a partnership with Crypterium for digital
wallets, debit card payments, and in-app exchange. New* Zoom-style
Group Videos with Face filters & Video Editor ready for beta testing.
Q1, 2022 - TheFlixs social plus NFT web-based platform
launches simultaneously, promoting RUON AI in each celebrity auction.
2022 Onwards - Partnerships with Movie Metaverse and multi-chain
NFT wallets for RUON. Plans for a major duel-IEO with
SovereignSky and RUON for a SEC registered raise.

* SovereignSky is an affiliated entity of RUON AI that will provide certain blockchain services that RUON AI will use for its platform.
Please refer to disclaimers at the end of this slide deck.
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Current platforms tend to focus on limited aspects of the user social media experience
RUON AI incorporates the best features of our market competitors and improves upon them in terms of functionality (e.g., elegant video
editor, comparable or better face filters), adding the ability for users to monetize their activity, all with a charitable aspect.
Current platforms have not created a way for users to truly monetize their most basic online activities
By giving users the ability to earn cryptocurrency with every post, users at all levels may be able to monetize their social media activity.
Current platforms have not incorporated state of the art blockchain technology
RUON AI utilizes BEOS, a blockchain designed for the RUON AI platform (a hybrid of EOS & Bitshares), and a mobile network run on a
blockchain, thereby making RUON AI the only social app which may own its own value chain, and data security end-to-end.
Current platforms have been banned from operating in certain geographic regions in some cases
RUON AI plans to capitalize on certain competitors’ inability to operate in large markets, such as India, where TikTok and others have been
banned.
Current platforms have not created an environment where users can effectively capitalize on their posted content and curated stores
By creating a platform where everyone earns money from posting, cryptocurrency runs through the entire platform, forming a natural
environment for the exchange of goods and services. Easy-to-use shopping tools for users in order to create stores with Amazon & Alibaba
products allow users to earn additional income easily through a simple sign-up process.
Current platforms have not focused enough on the problems of hate comments, internet trolls & online bullying
RUON AI is designed from the ground up to curtail this behavior through AI and strong user policies, designed to better mold and moderate
user behavior from Day 1, not as an afterthought as in the cases of our largest competitors where these problems permeate their platforms.
Current platforms are not truly as kid-friendly as parents wish
By providing functionality to block displaying certain content for younger users, RUON AI is designed to be an ultra-safe online place for
families. RUON AI also plans to implement “KYC” signup features to further protect the safety of all its users.
Please refer to disclaimers at the end of this slide deck.
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People in Need Platform

Developed World Platform

Estimated ~ 5% of all user earnings
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Space Charity Deck: Click here
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RUON AI’s space partner; SpaceQuest
launches a satellite, also used to test
blockchain capabilities for SovereignSky
on SpaceX on Falcon 9 Rocket.

SpaceX Launch

POST. STREAM. EARN. SPEND. GIVE
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JUNE, 2021
RUON AI’s space-based blockchain
partner; SovereignSky releases
Whitepaper on its intention to
acquire and launch a low carbon
emissions, eco-friendly
8 blockchain satellite constellation.
www.sovereignsky.com
https://www.sovereignsky.com/whitepapers/SovereignSky.pdf
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TEAM
TIMOTHY BURKE, FOUNDER, Chief Executive Officer

Tim is the Chief Executive Officer for RUON AI. Tim is the visionary inventor, founder and technology entrepreneur of both RUON AI and its partner
company, SovereignSky. He is the founder of SovereignAid and Hollywood’s MovieFund. He is a seasoned Hollywood writer, director and
producer. Most recently Tim, produced Lionsgate’s "Killers Anonymous" starring Oscar winner Gary Oldman & Jessica Alba. The very concept of
RUON AI, SovereignSky & beaming cryptocurrency from space was born from the intergalactic space currency used in his upcoming movie Planet
X. Tim is a regular panelist at Digital Hollywood. Tim has the unique role of being both a movie producer and blockchain expert. Tim was recently
featured on the online cover of Entrepreneur Magazine, among other publications.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tim-burke-1a987136

STAN LARIMER, CO-FOUNDER, Chief Technology Officer
Stan is the co-founder for RUON AI & SovereignSky. Stan is former NASA and world-renowned in the blockchain & Bitshares arena. Up to 70% of
blockchain traffic touches a creation of the Larimer family, including Bitshares, Steemit, and EOS, one of the fastest and most stable blockchain in
the world. Stan is a prolific blogger, keynote speaker, and expert consultant on real-time industrial grade digital currencies. Stan has over 40 years
experience in software, hardware, systems engineering, business development and even teaching rocket science at the US Air Force Academy.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stanleylarimer/

JC OLIVER, Chief Innovation Advisor
JC is the Chief Creative Officer for RUON AI. JC is the former Global Chief Creative & Innovation Officer of Microsoft and Global Chief Creative
Officer for AOL. He is an award winning digital creative strategist, evangelist, futurist, investor & advisor with over 25 years global media
experience. His passions lie in digital marketing & transformation, business strategy, and innovation. As Global Chief Creative Officer at
Verizon/AOL/Microsoft/Yahoo! he delivered myriad thought leading presentations at industry conferences, digital schools, and to clients & agencies
on how the next creative revolution will transform the World.

JOHN “BOZ” BOSWORTH, Chief Investment Officer
Boz is Chief Investment Officer for RUON AI. Boz has over 25+ years experience working in the financial sector, both in the public and private
markets. Boz began his career at PricewaterhouseCoopers, spending 10 years working with some of the largest and well-known financial
institutions on Wall Street. Following his tenure at PwC, John spent another decade working on both the buy and sell sides of Wall Street, including
SAC Capital Management, before moving into private equity and venture capital, working with various private funds, companies and family offices.
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BASTIAN RENÉ HUCK, Chief Financial Officer
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Bastian is Chief Financial Officer for RUON AI. Bastian has over 15+ years experience working in the financial sector. He began his
career in investment banking at Commerzbank Capital Markets and then spent six years working with private investment firms on Wall
Street. Bastian worked on both, buy and sell side transactions, and in private equity, as well as venture capital and for a private
investment advisory firm. He has co-founded multiple startups and served as their CFO. He is also a private pilot. He studied physics,
business, and finance at Fordham & Bocconi.

ALICIA GODMASCH, Director of Marketing and Sales
Alicia is Director of Marketing and Sales for RUON AI. Alicia and her family have been involved in the entertainment industry and
finance for many years. Her uncle, Herbert K. Ames, became the first African American model for Sears Corporation and later CEO and
Founder of First Choice Bank. She has traveled the globe overseeing marketing divisions and organizing large-scale meetings and
events for some of the world’s most successful companies. In 2013, she moved to Atlanta and decided to transition into the
Entertainment Industry joining Swirl Films as a Location Manager/Producer. Alicia is working on a slate of jaw-dropping projects
including the Sci-Fi/Adventure/Fantasy film “Planet X” with Co-Directors Timothy E. Burke & Jeff Habberstad from the Marvel Universe.

SANTOSH VARKI, Chief Information Officer
Santosh is Chief Information Officer for RUON AI. Santosh has 25+ years experience working in the technology sector. Santosh began
his career designing trading systems for Lehman Brothers before moving to Merrill Lynch, and then working as a Managing Director for
Technology at RBC Capital Markets. Most recently Santosh was CTO for Deimos Asset Management, a spinoff of Guggenheim
Partners.

THOMAS CARTER, SECURITIES, Head of Digital Currency
Thomas is the Head of RUON AI’s Digital Innovations. Thomas is at the forefront of the smart securities revolution. He is a 30-year
fintech innovator and CEO of DealBox, and is pioneering the trillion-dollar digital transformation of capital markets. Thomas, together
with Dealbox, has strategized and is leading the capital funding for RUON AI’s innovation projects, SovereignSky & Mission Space.
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MARK ASHFORD, Head of Digital & Social Media
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Mark is Head of Digital & Social Media for RUON AI. He was directly involved in the Pepsi / Universal Music Group deal and works with
Warner Music & Sony BMG. His practice has developed to encompass a broad spectrum of clients in the technology sectors, including:
digital platforms, social media services, content creators, start-ups, data owners, developers, crypto startups, and other tech
entrepreneurs. Mark is well versed in the intricacies of content distribution through these platforms, including the complex music
licensing landscape, the regulatory aspects of e-commerce and social media.

DINO LORENZINI, Partner – Space Agency
Dino Lorenzini is President at SpaceQuest, Ltd., who has collaborations with both, RUON AI and SovereignSky. SpaceQuest is a
leading developer of advanced satellite technology for government, university, and commercial use since 1994. Dino specializes in the
design, development, testing and manufacturing of spacecraft, as well as space and ground components for operation with low-Earth
orbiting satellites. Stan, Tim and Dino collaborated with SpaceX to launch RUON AI & SovereignSky’s first satellite.

MICHAEL TAGGART, Advisor - Fintech, RUON AI Stable Coins
Michael is a writer and member of the Forbes Technology Council. Michael is a director, co-founder, and advisor to many successful
blockchain-based businesses including Quintric, Biquitous, and Eristica. Michael is President of Cryptonomex, the company that
authored the Graphine blockchain originally developed as the foundation of Bitshares.

JONATHAN WILLIS, Advisor - Early-Stage Investor and Film Co-Producer
Jonathan is a media originator, author, copywriter and producer of theatre, film and documentary. He founded one of the UK’s leading angel
investment networks, which fund-raised over £1bn and launched over 90 new enterprises. Jonathan’s 41 film credits include: Killers Anonymous (Gary
Oldman and Jessica Alba),The Machine (winner Raindance, BIFA and 3x BAFTA awards), Sundance favorite - Let’s Be Evil and Twist (Michael Caine,
Rita Ora, David Walliams). Jonathan is also executive producer of an FMV gaming fund that creates products on demand for Sony Entertainment.

KEVIN COLLINS & CLAUDIA CHICK, Advisors - Celebrity Stylist & Event Partnerships
Kevin and Claudia are known Hollywood movers & shakers. Claudia is a top Celebrity stylist working for Saint Laurent whose clients
include: Jim Carrey, Jeff Bridges, Chris Pine, Natalie Portman, Lenny Kravitz, Kate Beckinsale, Wiz Khalifa, Taylor Swift and Fergie. Kevin
was responsible for launching celebrity glossy print OK! Magazine as their Hollywood insider. During his tenure at OK!, Kevin produced
some of their biggest features with Matthew McConaughey, Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie, Charlie Sheen, P. Diddy amongst others. Kevin is
known as a trailblazer in creating organic product placement using a synergy of celebrity and paparazzi to create immediate branding
opportunities. His agency now includes clients such as RUON AI, Heineken, Jaguar & Land Rover.
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FELIX HOWARD, Advisor - Music Director
Felix’s songwriting credits include working alongside Amy Winehouse, Sia, The Sugababes among many others. In 2007, he joined EMI
Publishing as an A&R manager where he signed Calvin Harris, Lana Del Rey, MNEK, James Vincent McMorrow, Tinchy Strider, Sam
Sparro, Hurts, Beverley Knight, Tom Jones, and many others. In 2008, Felix Howard was made VP, A&R at EMI and in 2009 he was made
head of A&R EMI UK and Europe Creative.

TIM BICHARA, Advisor - Charity Partnerships
Tim is co-founder of Giftcoin. Tim is an entrepreneur and CPO. His awards include Times 2015 top 10 disruptors to watch, startups 100
two years running, and two interactive BAFTAs.

BRANDON WEST, Smart Contracts Developer
Brandon is a Graduate of the University of Florida with a degree in Finance and Entrepreneurship. Brandon began his career in finance at
Walt Disney World. Brandon went on to serve in an IT role at Royal Caribbean and became an integral part of project development and
deployment of the new 'Smart Ship' initiative. Brandon and Stan Larimer work on the SovereignSky nodes for Royal Caribbean Sea.
By building finance and technology skill sets, Brandon has won multiple hackathons/startup events and naturally transitioned into
cryptocurrency. Brandon is now pursuing blockchain full-time as a Smart Contracts developer for RUON AI.

FRIENDS & ASSOCIATES TO BE APPROACHED - CHARITABLE CAUSE PARTNERSHIPS

Alessandra
Ambrosio

Jessica
Alba

Private Members Club
concept in dev.
to support RUON AI

Gary Oldman

Beyonce

INFLUENCERS BEING APPROACHED

Abigail Ratchford
9.1M Followers

Lindsey Pelas
8.1M Followers

Charlotte McKinney
1.5M Followers
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RUON AI is powered on
SovereignSky spacebased blockchain, with
both founded by Timothy
E. Burke & Stan Larimer.

SovereignSky is one of
the first companies in
the world to launch and
transact a blockchain
satellite transaction in
space on its mission to
help eradicate extreme
global poverty by 2032.
https://SovereignSky.com

BEOS & BitShares
CoinTelegraph

RUON AI anticipating an LOI
from Universal Music Group
as an equity shareholder and
Music Artist licensing partner.
In talks with Warner Music &
Sony BMG.
https://universalmusic.com

RUON AI Blockchain
development partner.
Cryptonomex is a leading
Blockchain and development
company responsible for
building: OpenLedger,
Graphene Protocol, EOS etc.
https://cryptonomex.com

Rune is a chain agnostic, on and
off chain 'plug and play' crypto
processing system allowing
users to trade fiat for coin,
atomic swap tokens/coins with
each other w/o exchanges,
securely traded on deep liquidity
centralized and decentralized
exchanges, tap-n-pay, and
much more. All with the ease of
use of PayPal and the
robustness of blockchain.

Crypterium is a leading provider
of digital and fiat currency wallet
plug-ins and transaction and
payment services across the
globe. Through this collaboration,
RUON AI will is able to offer the
transaction engine needed for its
mission.

RUON AI is in talks with Russells
Associates to approach Universal
Music Group and Warner Music
Group to own equity in RUON AI
and to provide paid music
content to the platform users.

RUON STO for US purchasers.
https://dlbx.io

RUON AI in talks with Binance
Cloud Services to use their digital
asset exchanges services within
RUON AI https://www.binance.com/en
Quintric. RUON Gold
& Silver pegged stable coins.
https://quintric.com

Please refer to the disclaimers at the end of this slide deck.
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http://ruon.ai/videos

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here

Click here
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•

ruonapp.medium.com

Los Angeles Tribune Crypto Kings

•

Timothy E. Burke
Entrepreneur

Cointelegraph

RUON Crypto Partners
•

•
•

Bitcoin.com Space Blockchain

Eco-friendly green blockchains
(June 2021)

https://ruonapp.medium.com/stan-larimerssovereignsky-ruon-ai-signs-one-of-the-first-everblockchain-transactions-in-space-6a46a995f3c0
BEOS Node Announcement
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www.ruon.ai
Corporate Website
https://sovereignsky.com
Space Blockchain Charity
https://twitter.com/
ruon_ai
https://ruonapp.medium.com

https://t.me/ruon_ai
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